Segregation analysis on five samples of families with Hunter's syndrome (158 cases overall) shows that the mutant aliele segregates in agreement with Mendelian expectations for an X linked recessive disease, but the proportion of sporadic cases is significantly lower than expected under mutationselection equilibrium. Heterogeneity among the samples is apparent, but it is caused entirely by a sample of Ashkenazi families, whose segregation pattern has previously been interpreted as supporting the hypothesis of prenatal selection in favour of the pathological aliele. Conversely, our joint analysis of the five samples by a maximum likelihood approach does not suggest segregation distortion. Possible reasons for the apparent lack of sporadic cases include the effect of ascertainment bias.
found to be in agreement with Mendelian expectations in various studies. -5 However, a more recent paper reported complete absence of new mutations and a significant deviation of the segregation ratio from Mendelian expectations, suggesting that in such families prenatal selection is favouring the Hunter allele. These unusual findings prompted the present investigation on the formal genetics of Hunter's syndrome, based on data collected in the German Democratic Republic and on four other published samples. For all the sibships (nuclear families) in these samples, the following information was available: the number of probands a, the number of affected male sibs r, and the total number of male sibs s.
Material and methods
Classical segregation analysis9 10 was used to estimate the maximum likelihood value of the segregation ratio p and of the frequency of sporadic cases x. The main assumption is that the observed distribution of the affected among sibs (rx s) is a function of the segregation frequency p, the ascertainment probability iT (probability that one case is ascertained independently of other sibs being ascertained), and the frequency of sporadic cases x (that is, cases resulting from new mutations and phenocopies). Morton's method allows hypotheses to be tested on the values of these parameters or to estimate them. Before maximum likelihood estimation of p and x, on the basis of the distribution of probands among those affected, the probability of ascertainment was estimated by Morton's equation 22,10 separately for each sample.
The analysis of the segregation of the Hunter allele was then performed on the distributions of the affected among male sibs in five successive phases: (1) the maximum likelihood values of p and x were estimated in sample M alone; (2) the maximum likelihood value of x was estimated assuming p=0 5, that is, recessive X linked inheritance in the M sample; (3) the maximum likelihood values of p and x were simultaneously estimated in the five samples, each considered at the appropriate value of a; (4) the maximum likelihood value of x was estimated at p=0 5 in the five samples, each considered at the appropriate value of n; (5) the hypothesis of mutationselection equilibrium for a sex linked lethal (p=0 5, x=0 33) was tested on the five samples. The heterogeneity of the parameters estimated among samples was finally assessed by means of x2 tests.9
Results
In the GDR study, 28 families with 33 patients were ascertained. As the total male population of the GDR is 7-8 million, the prevalence rate can be estimated at 4-2 per million males. This is a minimum estimate, on the assumption of complete ascertainment of cases. Since ascertainment is not in fact complete (families with heterozygous mothers who do not transmit the Hunter allele to any son fail to be detected, and do not contribute to the apparent segregation rate' 1), a maximum likelihood estimate is obtained by dividing this value by the estimated probability of ascertainment T (see below). In the period from 1950 to 1987, among 2-3 million male live births, 19 subjects were affected. Therefore, the minimum incidence of Hunter's syndrome in the GDR is 8-3 per million male live births and the maximum likelihood estimate is also 8-3 divided by the estimated probability of ascertainment.
The ax r and rx s tables for the Hunter families from the GDR are reported in table 1, along with those of 36 families collected in sample Y,' of 19 families collected in sample T,5 of nine families collected in sample Z,6 and of 31 families collected in sample C. 4 The maximum likelihood value of in the M sample was estimated as 0-88. Accordingly, our best estimates of prevalence and incidence in the GDR become 4-8 and 9-4 per million male live births, respectively. Assuming this probability of ascertain- There was significant heterogeneity among samples in both the estimation of p (x2= 12-04, 4 df, p<0025) and the estimation of x when p was kept constant (X2=13-63, 4 df, p<0-01). In both cases the heterogeneity was the result of the substantial contribution of the Z sample (table 4).
Discussion
In the GDR, cases of Hunter's syndrome which are diagnosed in hospitals are usually referred to the Institute of Medical Genetics in Greifswald for biochemical confirmation of the diagnosis and for additional family studies. This centralisation in the collection of data reduces the possibility that some cases might escape detection. This is confirmed by the fact that the it value estimated in the present study is close to 1, as it was for the T and the C samples as well.
As far as the segregation of the Hunter allele is concerned, this study shows that transmission is consistent with the hypothesis of a single Mendelian X linked recessive trait without segregation distortion. The maximum likelihood value of p estimated in the five samples is slightly less than expected (05), and therefore cannot possibly be significantly more than 0-5. It is ttue that, in row numbers, the affected subjects appear to be more than half of the male sibs, but this is expected under incomplete selection of sibships (that is, when sibships are analysed only if they include at least one affected subject). The apparent excess of affected sons is the reason that led to the formulation of the hypothesis of prenatal selection.6 However, Zlotogora et al6 did not use maximum likelihood estimation, nor did they take into account the effect of ascertainment. When, as in the present study, the correct procedures are applied, no evidence is found supporting the view that segregation is distorted at the Hunter locus. Also, the necessarily small size of the Ashkenazi sample may have had some consequences on the conclusions drawn.
On the other hand, in all the hypotheses tested in this study, the maximum likelihood rate of sporadic cases was invariably low, when the samples from the five different studies were analysed jointly. The hypothesis of mutation-selection equilibrium (p=0 5, x=0 33) was rejected with less than 5% probability. This is in agreement with the observation of Zlotogora et a16 that no fresh mutation occurred in their sample of families, raising the question of the maintenance of the Hunter allele in the population. The issue was considered previously by Schaap and Bach.2 They suggested that the high incidence observed among Ashkenazi Jews might be the result of a previous shift in the sex ratio, which favoured heterozygous females. This could explain why the gene is maintained in the population, although the mutation rate measured in the male offspring seems insufficient to compensate for selection against the affected males. It is worth mentioning that this view was not accepted by Archer et al. 3 A possible source of error lies in the estimate of the parameter t. The probability of ascertainment, a, in the pooled sample is necessarily estimated as a mean value for each group of sibships, whereas it is well known that it may be influenced by a number of factors, including the previous occurrence of the disease in the family, the social status, and the possibility of having access to investigations. Therefore an imprecise estimation of n cannot be ruled out in the present study. On the other hand, further disaggregation in subsamples, each one subjected to independent estimation of n, is not feasible in this study, because of the limited number of sibships in each sample.
Nevertheless, in the M sample (present study), the isolated cases are a substantial fraction of the affected children; in spite of this, the data do fit with the hypothesis p=0 5. In this case, the sporadic cases (new mutations) would be about one-sixth of all cases, that is, still approximately a half of the proportion expected if mutation balances selection.
It seems evident, in conclusion, that further studies on the genetics of Hunter's syndrome should focus on mutation rates and on the mechanisms that may account for maintenance of the mutated allele. Our segregation analysis in all population samples available to date suggests no prenatal selection mechanism need
